
Key: A Rainbows Amarillo, Texas
capo: 2 © 1981 Tupelo Kenyon Fall, 1979

(P) 1981 Arctic Wingsong Publishing BMI

Intro: Bm   C  G  Am  C  D9  C9  G

G       D   F  C G G6+sus4 G
All I gotta do is be away from you for just a little while
        G        D          F     C    G         G6+sus4 G
And when I talk to you, the first thing that you do's give me a little smile

F         C    G
And it grows and it grows ever wider
         F          C G
And nobody knows such a delighter
        Bm          C G
You brighten my horizon when the clouds cover the sun

          Am C         D9       C9 G
And then the rainbows start arriving and I know that you're the one

       F6+9          C9            G
The one to keep me warm when the sun goes down
        F6+9        C9        G
And sing me in the morning when there's not a sound
Bm          C G
Huuu...ooh...ooh...ooh, you make it so much fun

          Am C         D9       C9  G
And then the rainbows start arriving and I know that you're the one

Break (verse and chorus structure)

And when I think of you, it makes me wanna do the very best I can
And tell you how I feel, it feels so very real to be your loving man
And I know how it goes to be so lonely
Cause nobody knows their one and only
And such a small percentage knows the best that they can do
They're everywhere, don't seem to care, but they're so unlike you

You're one that blends with everything so easily
And I love to feel the thank you's as your pleasing me
Huuu...ooh...ooh...ooh, you make it so much fun
And then the rainbows start arriving and I know that you're the one

Repeat last 2 lines
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